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Out Of Bounds Golf uses affiliate links, which means that when you buy through links to our site, we will receive a small commission at no cost to you. The only type of practice most weekend golfers do is go to the range and hit 100 balls in a row. This isn't always the best way to improve your game, but in this post, I'll be showing you a lot
of different books that have really changed my game of golf. Golf is an extremely mental game and my rounds didn't start to improve until I started reading and studying successful golfers out there. Learning different techniques to deal with and how to practice really was super useful for me and I think it would benefit a lot from it as well.
Some of these books are only useful in physical form because they have pictures and whatnot, but some of them are great in audio form and if you want to get 2 free audiobooks you can click here (paid link) and sign up for a free audible test. My favorite golf books of all time1 – Golf My WayThis (and the next) is probably my favorite golf
book of all time and is where the techniques I'm using come from. It's written by Jack Nicklaus, the technique is a little different from today's golfers, but it's the one I've been most successful with. It will show you all the basics (grip, posture, backtrack, etc),why you changed the way you did, how you really practice the right way, and how to
improve almost every area of your game. I also found it very easy to understand, so that's not always the case in other golf books. I would recommend the print version because there are images in it. You can grab a copy here on Amazon or watch the video version below. – Ben Hogan's Five FundamentalsThis is another of my favorite
books and is quite similar to Golf My Way (but a slightly different technique). The way Jack Nicklaus golfed is not going to work for everyone and there are certain parts of this book that worked best for me. I think the best thing to do is take parts of different people and take your own swing. You'll have to practice a lot of really figuring out,
but it's what you'll need to do if you want to be a better golfer. It will cover the foundations of a solid golf swing (grip, posture, recoil, etc). The images in the book are not the largest, but it was still super useful. I would go with the print version because the audiobook will have no pictures. You can grab a copy here on Amazon.3 – The Big
MissThis is the book Hank Haney wrote about coaching Tiger Woods. It's not exactly a golf instructional book, but it was an incredibly insightful book to read. Many of the things were useful in other areas of my life as well. He talks about what it was like to coach Tiger, what his ethics of how it prepared for tournaments, and what it takes to
become the best in the world at something. You can grab a copy here on Amazon (pay link).4 – The keys to an effortless golf swingThese's another of my favorite golfs books because it really helped me swing smoother and effortlessly. You probably know that the harder you try to hit the ball, the worse things usually go. This book will fix
it. It's easy to pass and will build your swing from scratch. You will learn to rotate your body (instead of your arms) and keep your arms relaxed. I think it will really help your golf game. You can grab a copy here on Amazon.5 – The practice manualThese is a great book if you practice a lot. It really helped me figure out my practice routine
and made me more aware during practice. Going to the range and hitting 100 balls won't make you a better golfer. It is necessary to practice for a purpose. What I really took from this book is that the only thing that really matters is what is achieved on impact and not how to achieve it. This is really helped the mental side of the game to
me. You can grab a copy here on Amazon.6 – Harvey Penick's Little Red BookThis is a great book if you're looking for simple ways to improve your game. It's not too complex as a lot of other books out there and that's the main reason I've really enjoyed it. There's a lot of talk about the fundamentals of your swing, but the part I liked most
was the way it made you think about certain things. Just the little things to think about when you're on the course has been a great help to me. Grab a copy here at Amazon.Best Golf Books For Beginners1 – Putting Out Of Your MindThe best way to reduce your scores is to improve your putting. Drive for show, putt for dough is a common
saying and I think it's completely true. This book is awesome because it doesn't really talk about technique, but it's still helpful. It will show you the right way to think when you are on the greens and it will save you hundreds of dollars in lessons. It's been one of the best things I've ever done to improve my short game. Get your copy here on
Amazon.2 – The unstoppable golfer If you're looking to improve your short game (which you should be) such as chips, pitches, bunker shots, hit and run, digging the ball out of the rough, or making more putts then this will be a great book for you. It's much cheaper than lessons/training aids and I actually have better book results like this. It
just puts you in the right frame of mind and thinking the right way. One of the best books for beginner golfers who want to improve their game. Grab a copy on Amazon here.3 – Power GolfThis is another book by Ben Hogan and talks about some of the things that your five-less book isn't like putting and banging out of the bunker. You'll
probably be better off starting with the five-less book, though. One of the biggest tips I got from this book was to hit the ball as hard as you can from the start. Most people say don't do this, but if you don't swing hard then it will be Get distance and you'll need to change your swing later on. Get a copy here on Amazon (payment link).4 -
Putting My WayThis is another book by Jack Nicklaus Nicklaus like this because of how simple it is. It's almost like Ben Hogan's five foundations, but to put. Most people try to make things a lot more complicated than it should be and if simple worked by Jack, then it will probably work for you and me. You don't need any of these training
grants on complicated ones that people are selling and you don't need to spend hundreds of dollars on lessons. Sure, these can help, but I have a lot more than a $10 book. Grab a copy here at Amazon.Best Golf Books For The Mental Game1 – Fearless GolfSi find a thousand different things competing through your head while sitting on
the golf ball this book could be for you. Most people think of the golf course or are too worried about looking good in front of someone else. This usually happens in bad shots. This book will help you deal with nerves and become more fearless on the course. You won't magically fix your overnight golf game, but it will help your confidence
and get you moving in the right direction. Get a copy here on Amazon.2 – Zen GolfHere is another good book about mastering the mental side of golf. They are mostly all the same, but I still think I would see value in reading more than one of these books. More on this here at Amazon.Best Golf Exercise Books1 – The Flexible Golf Swing
If you don't have the greatest flexibility, then you should definitely get a book like this. It will also help you off the golf course because it will help with strength and posture. If you really follow along with what you say, then you will have more balance on the ball, more power for longer shots, and over time you will lower your scores. Get a
copy here on Amazon.2 – Fix your body, fix your swingIs this book is going to fix your game? It all depends on whether you'll actually use it or not. He's not a good quick guy of things, but if you stay with him, then I see no reason why it wouldn't help. You will improve your mobility, increase your strength and have much better cardio.
There's really no reason why this shouldn't improve your golf game. There are a lot of books out there on this topic, but I think this is one of the best for most players. Get a copy here at Amazon.Remarkable Mentions1 - My Gold2 Lessons - Jack Nicklaus Tee3 Lesson - Mastering Golf Mental Game4 - Golf is not a perfect5 game - Be a
player6 - The MatchLet knows me your thoughts and whatever questions you have. Like this article? Feel free to give you a share! If you want to enter our gear gift you can click here to subscribe to our YouTube channel, as one of our videos, and comment on gift. Make 3 and you will be entered automatically. Start your review of Golf My
Way The Golden Bear can always help you. No matter your hcp, or even if you are a these pages will make you a better golfer. Obsessive, thorough, slightly addictive. Massive techniques. But the most important idea is that you have to develop your own swing beyond the commonalities required by and physics. And get a life of its own.
Your swing becomes your Doppelgänger. Perhaps this is why golf books add so much emphasis to psychology. Reading this and staying a Golden Bear can always help. No matter your hcp, or even if you are a pro, these pages will make you a better golfer. Obsessive, thorough, slightly addictive. Massive techniques. But the most
important idea is that you should develop your own swing beyond the commonalities required by biomechanics and physics. And get a life of its own. Your swing becomes your Doppelgänger. Perhaps this is why golf books add so much emphasis to psychology. Read this and stay under par. Or just enjoy the volunteerism, enthusiasm and
beautiful technique of the most remarkable perfectionist in the history of the golf world. ... More Golf My Way is a classic of golf instruction, but the truth is told, it's pretty silly to think that any book can teach you how to play golf like Jack Nicklaus at its best. So much of what makes any athlete truly elite, once in a generation of athletes
worth emulating has so little to do with everything they can put into words. It's about pathology, really – pathological competitiveness, pathological attention to detail, pathological confidence – and you have it or not. That said, there are two lessons from Golf My Way is a classic of golf instruction, but the truth is told, it's pretty silly to think
that any book can teach you how to play golf like Jack Nicklaus at its best. So much of what makes any athlete truly elite, once in a generation of athletes worth emulating has so little to do with everything they can put into words. It's about pathology, really – pathological competitiveness, pathological attention to detail, pathological
confidence – and you have it or not. That said, there are two lessons in Golf My Way that anyone can apply to regular life. The first is anyone, regardless of skill level, can actually use it on the golf course too: that is, stop playing golf - or anything else you like to do - just before you feel like you've had your filly. Nicklaus writes that, even as
a very young child, he loved golf with such passion that he never wanted to leave the course. There was always another bucket of balls to hit in range or fifty more putts to sink into green practice. He finally found out there was value in quitting for the day, even if he had the energy and interest to keep playing. It came back cooler, more
hungry the next day. Like Hemingway, who stopped writing mid-sentence every day, Nicklaus always wanted to wait for his life's work. The second lesson is a little more figurative because, unless you don't just play golf, but they are a golfer excellent, you really have to ignore its literal application. Nicklaus writes that it is almost impossible
to play a perfectly straight shot in golf. The result will be twisted; the trick is to know what kind of crooked the shot will be and then explain it. That's why he has a Aim at each shot and try to shape the ball escape every time you hit it. Aspire to the center of each green and try to move the ball one way or another, depending on the location
of the pin. If he's on the right side of the green, point to the middle and try to cut the ball towards the pin. If he's on the left, point to the middle and hit a tie. Nicklaus figures he is more confident and gives him the best chance of being on the green, even if he doesn't take away the shot exactly as he intended. Again, don't try this at home in
the most literal sense: there are successful professional golfers who are unable to navigate this approach on a golf course. Although it allows imperfection, it also requires exquisite control of the intricate system that is a golf swing. However. There's the metaphor. Our roads are twisted. Yes, we have to point to something. But even the
best of us are able to take off in any number of traps and scrubland and other varied dangers. Imperfection is a constant. Wait for it. Hug him. Plan it. ... More Golf My Way collects the value of a run of observations about Nicklaus' own golf swings, as well as those of other notables of his own time and before his mastery of the sport. The
analysis is very well detailed and easily applicable to the reader's own. It connects well with Ben Hogan's own book on the foundations of golf in the same folkloric way of presentation and simplicity. A definitive classic in terms of laying the foundations of golf, in order to create a base on which Bui Golf My Way collects the value of a career
of observations on Nicklaus's own golf swings, as well as those of other notables of his own time and before his mastery of the sport. The analysis is very well detailed and easily applicable to the reader's own. It connects well with Ben Hogan's own book on the foundations of golf in the same folkloric way of presentation and simplicity. A
definitive classic in terms of laying the foundations of golf, in order to create a foundation on which to build and improve. ... plus Another book I read a long time ago as a kid fascinated by golf. Another book I brought with me for years until, like everything else, Hurricane Katrina disappeared in the Gulf of Mexico in 2005. Another book I
have to get another copy for my shelf, and reread to re-marvel at the genius of Jack Nicklaus. Another book I read a long time ago as a child fascinated by golf. Another book I brought with me for years until, like everything else, Hurricane Katrina disappeared in the Gulf of Mexico in 2005. Another book I have to get another copy for my
shelf, and reread to re-marvel at the genius of Jack Nicklaus. ... more very nice eye opener. Whoever shows that some want to unlock secrets of what he does or helps to make greatness you will find a lot of gems in this exhibition. The truly honest writing and love to share in Mr Nicklaus makes me believe that transmission transmission
without any kind of return involved is paramount in the way we have to live our lives. Well done! My father in law bought me this book for Christmas a year. If you like golf, this book is for you... It is a truly timeless book in the sport of golf. My go to the golf instruction book for the last 40 years!! The team has evolved, but Jack's guidance on
mechanics and course management remains valid. My go to the golf instruction book for the last 40 years!! The team has evolved, but Jack's guidance on mechanics and course management remains valid. ... more Golf simplified by the greatest of all timeA source of golf knowledge for all qualified levels. On why golf is the greatest game
of all:... you can play almost from the cradle to the grave... promotes and provides camaraderie and sociability as much as it makes competitive effort and excitement... in so much wealth and variety of topography and environment... as mentally stimulating as it can be physically healthy... so eternally imperfect and, therefore, so forever
challenging I read this endlessly when I was a young golfer. A brilliant book on how to swing and how to think. I even use today's concept, in that when I get a little annoyance, I wonder: What would Jack Nicklaus do now; if I had a swing like mine. I read this endlessly when I was a young golfer. A brilliant book on how to swing and how to
think. I even use today's concept, in that when I get a little annoyance, I wonder: What would Jack Nicklaus do now; if I had a swing like mine. ... I really liked Jack's story, and reading about how he developed his game. Great pointers throughout with special stress on the foundations. I really enjoyed Jack's story, and reading about how he
developed his game. Great pointers throughout with special stress on the foundations. ... more a must for everyone. especially people who hate golf and the people who play it! This!
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